
August 5, 1951, Partway through his weeklyxadio
broadcast, Eddy Chibas, the leader of Cuba'smain
opposition party, the Ortodoxo, raised a gun and
shot himself. His suicide was intended to alert the
Cuban people to the economic plight of their
country and the corruption of its leaders. It left
a power vacuum in his party that a fiery young
lawyer, Fidel Castro Ruz, tried to fill .. .
As a boy, Castro loved climbing mountains and

hunting. He was also a natural speechmaker, with
an interest in politics. Ne once tried to persuade
the workers at his father's sugar plantation to
rise up and demand better treatment. In 1947,
at the age of 21, he joined a band of rebels in a
failed attempt to invade the Dominican Republic ,
and overthrow its dictator, Rafael Truiilfo. Three -~..
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On November 25, 1956, Castro 5 red
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in a battered, leaking yachi tira~

hold 12 people. On that night ~t v~a~cJ',~
82 men. By the time they Ianciet~ t~~~t~'
General Batista's forces were fln ~h~~~~~r~:~

around a dozen rebels, including Cas~rQ,~~+~~es: ~~~:~

Raul, and a wounded Che Gueuara, rr"iad~ rtc?K w

safety of the Sierra Maestro Moun#airs a~~. ,
News of Castro's rebels spread. The poop ~eapt~s

of the Sierra Maestro took Bare of#heir Frwta ~~'

their mountain base, Castro's growang band

could attack Batista's army and tMen,~retreat Yo ̀ ~~s

safety. Unrest grew in the cities as support for ;~' `"

Cuba's leader dwindled. By T958; Cos#ro~iaatl

united the groups that stood against Batista.

The general sent thousands of soltliers to

attack the rebels, but a number of his

troops switched sides. Castro came close

to defeat, but eventually he marched

toward Havana in triumph.

th¢ rebels' we¢k-long boat trip frore
Mvacico to Cuba did not go smoothly.
On th¢ last night, one of th¢ oxen
fell overdoard. Castro risked
diseov¢ry 6y turning on the
searehlights to rescue him.
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Fidel Castro (born 19263

From the 1960s Gastro sent
sappnrt to commanis# rebel
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Casino often gave fiery sp¢¢~hes
alongside his brother. In 1916 a ne~v
cons~iivtion n+ade Castro preside~rt.

welfare system to provide free education and
~althcare. Today, 97 percent of Cuban adulfis can
ad and write, and the average Iife expectancy is 77,
dual to the U.S. But these policies put a great strain
r the Cuban economy, which reached breaking point
yen the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991. Saviet aid,
3rtii $6 billion per year, was
Heeled, and Cuba entered a long
gnomic crisis known as the
~ecial Period in Peacetime, with
i~rtages of flood and fuel

~s of l:aetrn'e Banc+

1Nith his health failing, Castro handed power +~
to his brother Raui in 2008. Around the world he
is both loved and hated. He improved conditions
for Cuba`s poor, but his critics say that he banned
democratic elections and sent thousands of people
to prison just because they disagreed with him.

For Cuba, it is a time of uncertainty. Fidel Castro
held complete power for almost half acentury—so
long that almost three fourths of Cuban people
have known no other leader until now. ~ ,'~
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Fidel Castro Discussion Questions

-What qualities did Fidel Castro possess as a young child that reflect future leadership
skills?

-What profession did Fidel Castro enter in 1950? What type of characteristics and
qualities are needed in this type of profession?

-How did Castro respond to the seizing of Cuban power by Batista?

-What did Castro do upon being released from prison?

-Was Castro successful in achieving his goals? Why/why not?

-Describe the relationship between Cuba and the United States in the early 1960's.

-How did Cuba's relationship with the Soviet Union impact the United States?

-Describe the legacy of Castro. Why do you think he was able to influence leaders such
as Nelson Mandela?




